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John Norman is a smart and sensitive young man
who has just joined the Earth Exploration Army in
order to earn money for college. The training is
difficult, but soon he passes a selection test to go
on a mission to the gas giant planet, Harignot. The
army s mission (or so they are led to believe) is to
capture the plans for a dangerous weapon called
the anti-matter cannon. In the midst of the mission,
John is captured and imprisoned where he meets
the beautiful female Harignot, Amerta. After
hearing that John is to be executed, Amerta helps
him to escape. What follows is a race against time
to stop the human army from carrying out their real
mission. In the midst of everything, the two lovers
get to know one another. Will John and Amerta be
able to complete their mission and live out their
lives in happiness together?
Horton's elegiac anthology of 15 mostly hard SF
stories illuminates a broad spectrum of grief over
love thwarted through time, space, human frailty or
alien intervention, from the gentle melancholy of
Michael Swanwick's "Triceratops Summer," which
posits tame Technicolored time-warped dinosaurs
in Vermont, to newcomer Leah Bobet's "Bliss," an
agonizing riff on near-future drug addiction.
Several selections address current political-social
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issues, like Mary Rosenblum's "Search Engine,"
which extrapolates today's technology to chilling,
Big Brotherly results. The long closing story, Alastair
Reynolds's "Understanding Space and Time,"
however, presents a ray of cosmic hope: the sole
survivor of a plague that decimated humanity is
rescued and healed by intergalactic entities and
lives out millennia while seeking ultimate truths,
returning to see mankind regenerated. This
anthology reflects the concerns of the genre
today̶and the apparent inability of our society to
do anything about them. -- Publishers Weekly
In this humorous mashup of cozy mystery and
science fiction, national bestselling author Diane
Vallere gives a space academy dropout one chance
to prove she fits in ̶ while putting her amateur
sleuthing skills to work on solving a mystery on a
spaceship. Sylvia Stryker wants a job on a cruise
ship. A family scandal led to a white lie. Will a dead
body in her ward change the trajectory of her life?
Sylvia Stryker used to help run her parents dry ice
farm, until her dad's arrest nearly left them
bankrupt. But after finagling a job on board an
outer space cruise ship, she's ready to explore all
that outer space has to offer. With a private room in
the staff quarters, her robot cat by her side, and the
responsibilities of uniform management, Sylvia is
thrilled to return to work ‒ until she discovers the
second navigation officer dead in the inventory
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closet. Neptune, the head of ship security, finds
Sylvia's presence to be the most suspicious part of
the incident; that's what happens when you hack
your way into a last-minute job opportunity! But
despite his efforts to pin the murder on Sylvia, she
won't accept how the clues are unfolding. And if
Sylvia doesn t expose the murderer on the cruise,
then she ll never learn the truth about her family.
Fly Me to the Moon is the quirky first novel
featuring uniform lieutenant Sylvia Stryker. If you
like unique characters, delightful plots, and cool
futuristic fashion, or read cozy favorites like Dakota
Cassidy or Joanne Fluke, you'll love Diane Vallere's
entertaining interstellar series. Although I like to
watch sci-fi, I'm not much into reading it, with a few
exceptions. This book was one of those exceptions.
It's as if Star Trek married a cozy...very well done!
Read and enjoy! ‒ Reader "This is where Diane
Vallere shines -- giving you the unexpected and yet
exactly what you didn't even know you wanted. A
galaxy of stars to the author! -- Reader Read the
whole Sylvia Stryker series today! 1. Fly Me to the
Moon 2. I m Your Venus 3. Saturn Night Fever 4.
Spiders from Mars Is it a cozy mystery set in space,
or an outer space with a cozy mystery? You decide!
"I loved how Vallere combined science fiction,
mystery, drama, and humor making this book very
enjoyable and hard to put down." ‒ Reader
Although Sci-fi isn't generally my choice of reads,
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I gave it a try simply because the author was Diane
Vallere….I'm so glad I did….Just as you would
expect, this is a totally FUN murder mystery that
doesn't disappoint! ‒ Reader I can't
recommend this book enough to readers of any age
or sex. It is a murder mystery. It is a spy story. It is a
futuristic science fiction story. It is pure genius and
entertaining from start to finish. - Reader
Keywords: outer space cozy mystery, humorous
science fiction, unique cozy mysteries, cozy
mystery, cozy mysteries, thriller, mystery, mystery
series, alien, interstellar stories, outer space fiction,
funny adventures, feisty female characters,
fashionable mysteries, quirky characters, amateur
sleuth, amateur detective, female sleuth, women
detective, alien detective, mystery with humor,
humorous mystery, mashups, science fiction
mystery , crime, crime fiction, scifi, humorous scifi,
humorous adventure, space adventure, space
adventure with mystery, space adventure with
romance, thriller, alien fiction, intergalactic,
colonization, first contact, aliens, funny science
fiction, cruise ship mystery, space travel cozy
mystery, adventure, moon, moon mission, space
academy, space academy dropout, space opera,
amateur sleuth, main suspect, space cozy, unique
cozy mystery, STEM, science, math, space trek,
uniforms, space adventure, explore the galaxy,
intergalactic, alien contact, alien adventure, strange
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new worlds, Ganymede adventure, free, free first in
series, FFIS, free cozy mystery, free science fiction,
free mashup, free space adventure, free scifi, alien
main character, space academy dropout Join
Diane's newsletter THE WEEKLY DIVA and never
miss a new release! Sign up here:
https://www.dianevallere.com/weekly-diva
National bestselling author Diane Vallere writes
funny and fashionable character-based mysteries.
After two decades working for a top luxury retailer,
she traded fashion accessories for accessories to
murder. A past president of Sisters in Crime, Diane
started her own detective agency at age ten and
has maintained a passion for shoes, clues, and
clothes ever since. Diane-Fans describe her
vintage Vallere goodness, and say she is a great
storyteller with a way with creating strong
female characters and intrigue who is a superb
and very humorous writer. Her gift of creating
spunky sleuths in fun settings take readers to
Dallas, Palm Springs, Los Angeles, Pennsylvania,
and outer space. Drop in on Diane! Website:
www.dianevallere.com Facebook:
www.Facebook.com/dianevallereauthor Instagram:
www.instagram.com/dianevallere ADDITIONAL
BOOKS BY DIANE: Samantha Kidd Mysteries (funny,
fashion-y mysteries with many mentions of
pretzels) Designer Dirty Laundry Buyer, Beware The
Brim Reaper Some Like It Haute Grand Theft Retro
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Pearls Gone Wild Cement Stilettos Panty Raid Union
Jacked Slay Ride Tough Luxe Fahrenheit 501 Stark
Raving Mod Madison Night Mad for Mod Mysteries
(cozy/traditional mysteries winking at Doris Day
movies) Midnight Ice (Prequel) Pillow Stalk That
Touch of Ink With Vics you get Eggroll The
Decorator Who Knew Too Much The Pajama Frame
Lover Come Hack Apprehend Me No Flowers
Teacher's Threat The Kill of it All Love Me or Grieve
Me Material Witness Mysteries (cozy) Suede to Rest
Crushed Velvet Silk Stalkings Costume Shop
Mysteries (cozy) A Disguise to Die For Masking for
Trouble Dressed to Confess Mermaid Sister
Mysteries (cozy mysteries in the ocean) Tails from
the Deep Murky Waters Sleeping with the Fishes
Non-fiction Bonbons for your Brain Show Less
Seven years ago, Alister and Samson watched
everything they had ever loved or tried to protect
burn. They d been too young, too inexperienced
to save their people, and so they d ended up
hiding, running away and leaving rather than face
being killed with the rest. The shame of that haunts
them still, but they don t talk about it. Instead, the
twin brothers work as traders and explorers, finding
rare things on far off planets and bringing them to
people who are willing to pay high prices for them.
When their business is slow, they sometimes accept
bounties, hunting down criminals or rare animals
and other creatures for those too lazy to hunt for
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themselves. When a bounty for more money than
either of them has ever seen comes in, they can t
turn it down, even when it turns out that the
collector they d be hunting for wants a human
woman for his collection. In order to find a human
woman, they have to go to Earth, and when they
get there, it s nothing like they expected. For one,
the planet is under attack. For another, there are
human women everywhere, and none of them are
easy to catch. Samson is all for grabbing one and
getting the hell out of there, but Alister seems to
want to stay. The more they learn about Earth, the
more they end up wanting to save it, but neither of
them have fought in seven years, and they re
terrified of letting down the people of Earth the
same way they failed their own people. They
don t even have an army, but it turns out that
they might be able to borrow one. If they fulfill the
bounty they came to Earth for, anyway…
A Humorous Cozy Mystery Science Fiction Mashup
Alien s Accidental Queen
Dazon Agenda: Complete Collection [SciFi Alien
Invasion Romance]
A sci-fi alien romance (Post-Apocalyptic Zombies
Dystopia Alien Love Story)
A Blue Alien Sci-Fi Romance
Galaxy Alien Mail Order Brides Books 1 - 3 Box Set
Alien Mischief
Three gorgeous alien males.Three human
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women destined to be their mates.
Sparks will fly, along with adventure,
romance, and action.DRACERachel
Harkett's temp job gets a lot more
interesting when Drace, an injured,
gorgeous hunk of a guy, staggers in her
office after hours. He's tall, ripped,
has color-changing tattoos, and says
he's being followed by a shadowy
government agency. He heals so fast, he
can't be human. Rachel can deal with
the fact that Drace is an alien from a
massive base ship circling Earth, but
she can't accept his claims that the
intense attraction blazing between them
is because she is his true, biological
mate. When agents close in, the two go
on the run to find Drace's shuttle so
he can return home. What Rachel doesn't
count on is Drace taking her to his
base ship with him.RAZEWho knew a hike
in the woods would lead to a gorgeous
alien warrior scooping her off her
feet? Sofia Lorenz is overwhelmed by
Raze's size and strength, but the lust
she feels for him has to be an alien
mind trick! When she and Raze are
abducted by human agents and locked
together in a forced breeding facility,
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certain truth about their attraction
come to light. Sofia will have to
decide if she can accept Raze and the
changes that come with being a Baylan
warrior's mate.ARTENAfter teaming up to
free a fellow Baylan and his human mate
from a secret alien testing facility,
Arten Dal-Allean has been keeping
research scientist, Chloe Riker, safely
in hiding. Now, the powerful people
running the facility want her dead and
the details of a human-Baylan peace
agreement make taking her aboard his
ship a big risk in the fragile
negotiations. When she's abducted from
under his nose, Arten has to decide how
far he will go for a woman who can
never be his. Chloe may awaken all his
protective and passionate instincts,
but no soul marks appear on his chest
to indicate she is his biological mate.
Arten has always played by the rules-he
made most of them-but how many will he
break to make her his?You won't find
cliffhangers or cheating in my books. I
write what I love to read, so there is
always consent and always a happy
ending.
A Standalone Short Story with No
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Cliffhanger! One fateful night with a
strange cyborg warrior whose name she
doesn’t even know changes Cathleen’s
life. Just barely starting her career
as a scientist, she is suddenly thrown
into the unknown world of motherhood.
Now living in a quiet town to have a
fresh start, her work as a lab
assistant brings her past back into the
limelight when she suddenly finds
herself face-to-face with the father of
her son, Shawn Armstead. Shawn arrives
in town leading a platoon of cyborgs,
to have a series of drills in the
mountainside and to ensure protection
from possible alien attacks. When
Cathleen is assigned by her boss to
work closely with Shawn, the physical
attraction between them returns--- with
much greater force than before. She
tries her best to steer clear of him
and to hide the truth about her son.
But an alien attack injures her son,
leading him to develop a close
relationship with his rescuer who is no
other than his real dad. Now that the
6-year-old also has bionic body parts
which draws him more to Shawn, will
Cathleen be able to prevent the
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seemingly inevitable truth from coming
out? Will she finally open her heart to
embrace the growing romance between her
and the man from her past? --- TAGS:
cyborg romance, alpha male alien
romance, alpha male romance, scifi
alien romance, alien abduction romance,
alpha male aliens, alien fantasy books,
alien romance, aliens, scifi romance,
Space opera romance, science fiction
romance, steamy science fiction
romance, hot aliens, fantasy alien
romance, paranormal romance, military
science fiction books, paranormal with
sex, fantasy fiction, psychic romance,
steamy paranormal romance, sci fi
romance, sci-fi romance, Fated mates,
alien mate, new adult, genetic
engineering, alien contact, alpha male,
alpha female, supernatural, alien
invasion romance
Her Imperial Majesty’s Army is made up
of some the best fighters in the entire
Shenandril Quadrant. Their training is
rigorous, and most people drop out
before they ever see a real fight.
Silas knew from a young age that he
wanted nothing more than to serve his
Empress and his planet, and he has
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worked his way up to Captain. A gifted
pilot, fighter, and hunter, Silas is on
the first line of defense when the
remnants of the Fremeri race think to
try to overtake planet Gathra. He ends
up in a fight with them, chasing them
through space, and when his ship goes
down, he ends up being sent through a
wormhole like path and can only hope he
comes out somewhere safe. He crash
lands on Earth with his communications
down and no way to get back to where
he’s meant to be. It’s there that he
meets Katia, the bright and cheery
owner of an Inn, who’s coming back from
work when she finds Silas bleeding and
in need of help. She’s never seen
anyone who looks like him before, and
when he explains who he is, she’s
stunned. All the military knowledge in
the universe won’t help Silas with his
growing feelings for the human woman,
and when the Fremeri set their sights
on Earth, his heart and his duty will
collide.
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ "Outstanding mainstream
science fiction. Great start to the
series." -YourBookAuthors.com
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ "E.J. Deen has created
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another compelling story to captivate
audiences. An epic sci-fi movie in the
making." -BestIndieBooks.com ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
"I haven't been so excited about a new
book series since...well...I can't even
remember when." -JellyBombReview.com ��
"Great Sci-Fi Adventure!" �� "First
Contact with a twist." ⚡️ "Fast-Paced,
High-Tech Action series. Aliens,
genetic engineering, intergalactic war,
witches, futuristic ninjas, mystery,
who could ask for more?" ☄️ His name is
Kael Jai. Cast out from his own world
after losing a long battle against the
madman named Jindom. Thrown to Earth
through a portal, abandoned to fend for
himself, alone and alienated from his
people. Alienated. Alien. That's what
he was considered in this world. An
alien. An unknown. It was hard to think
of himself as alien, or even different.
But to these people on this planet, he
was an anomaly, something to be feared,
perhaps even dissected. The Priejsthaed
had sent him to Earth for his own
protection. They thought he would be
safe there. They were wrong. Jindom had
discovered his location and now Kael
Jai must not only fight for his life
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but also find a way to restore peace on
his home-world of Trinoor. And save
Earth from the powerful war machines
sent there to kill him. Excerpt: The
girl hesitated for a fraction of a
second, her eyes darting to the
Sulcrum, and then she threw the blade
in Kael's direction. Kael took three
giant strides toward her, one arm
outstretched to catch the heavy
Strongblade, leapt into the air and
used one leg against a nearby lamppost
to stop his momentum and turn himself
around to face the Sulcrum. He caught
the blade neatly and deftly turned it
in his hand, his fingers clenched
around the metal hilt. Still in motion,
he launched himself off the pole and
met the Sulcrum as it hurtled toward
him. The blade sank deep into the weak
point just below the Sulcrum's chin and
stuck out the other side. Kael gave the
blade a violent twist left then right
and stepped sideways as the forward
momentum of the Sulcrum's body
continued past him and rammed into the
glass window of the very store Kael had
been standing in front of just minutes
earlier. Shards of glass flew in all
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directions as the heavy metal body of
the Sulcrum came to a halt in the
middle of the now destroyed store
display. The woman stared at the
machine's head as it fell at Kael's
feet. For a moment, Kael stood with his
arm still outstretched, blade extended
outward, muscles tensed and bulging,
and his chest heaving as he worked to
catch his breath. His eyes were glued
to the woman. A second later, he
vaulted towards her, grabbed her by the
hand, and began running away from the
storefront as fast as he could drag his
baggage behind him. She was small and
couldn't keep up with him. Frustrated,
he stopped. She immediately slammed
into the back of him. "Ow! Damn you!
Where are you taking me!" she yelled at
him. "Away from here," he yelled back.
Without saying another word, he picked
her up like she was a sack of potatoes,
dumped her over his shoulder, and ran
down the street with her bouncing
against his back. She wound her fingers
into his shirt and held on tight to try
and stop the mind-numbing bounce of her
head. "I...w-want to kn-know...where
the hell you're t-t-taking me!" she
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shrieked, her words coming out in gasps
as her stomach bounced painfully
against his shoulder. Just as the last
word was leaving her lips, the Sulcrum
exploded in a massive ball of fire that
sent bricks, glass, metal, and parts of
mannequins flying across the street.
Kael kept running. The woman was too
winded to scream when the explosion
ripped through the store. Sirens howled
in the distance, fire trucks and police
cars already trying to make their way
through the city streets to get to the
odd scene that citizens had surely
reported. Only minutes had passed since
the Sulcrum's arrival, but there was
enough chaos and damage on the street
to make it look like a terrorist
attack. Another explosion rocked the
atmosphere, the sound reverberating off
the tall buildings around them. The
Sulcrum's head, exploding just minutes
after the body's self-destruct. Kael
kept running. He had to get as far away
from the scene as possible, as fast as
possible. He ran a mile before he
finally stopped and put the woman down.
Tears streaked her cheeks, and her nose
was red and wet from crying. She
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wobbled on her feet and shoved her long
blonde hair out of her face to get a
good look at him. Kael was barely
panting from the long run. Running with
her weight on his shoulder hadn't even
winded him. His luminous green eyes
stared down into her face, assessing
her emotions and her physical state.
"What the hell was that...that...thing
back there!" she demanded. "A Sulcrum,"
he answered succinctly. He reached for
her hand. She snatched it out of his
way so that he couldn't take hold of
it. He frowned. "You must come with
me." "The hell you say! I don't have to
go anywhere with you! You nearly got me
killed back there!" He reached for her
hand again. Again, she moved out of his
grasp. "I want to know why the man in
that armor was trying to kill you, and
why you are running with me!" "There's
no time for that. We have to get as far
away as possible, as fast as possible.
Every delay could mean the death of
us." "Why? And why we? Why do I have to
go with you? What the hell is going
on?" She ended in a near-scream of fury
and frustration. "The Sulcrum is not a
man. It's a machine. A very deadly
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one," Kael explained. The woman glanced
at him nervously. She looked dazed,
confused, and he could smell the terror
thrumming through her bloodstream.
"You've been imprinted," he stated.
"Wha-What does that mean?" "It means
that you are in danger. You must come
with me." Her eyes were beautiful. He'd
just noticed. Deep as a crystal clear
blue spring on Trinoor. Her hair the
color of the corn silk he'd seen
stripped from the ears in the farmers
market. Skin fair, smooth, and clear.
Next to his 6' 5" frame, she was tiny,
probably no more than 5'4". Not that it
mattered. She was under his protection
now. Like it or not, he couldn't leave
her. She opened her mouth to say
something, but the words were cut short
when he grabbed her by the hand and
pulled her down the side street. "We
must get out of sight." She tried to
twist her hand out of his, but his grip
was too firm. "Why should I come with
you?" She yelled the words at the back
of his head. He turned abruptly and put
a large hand over her mouth to shut her
up. Leaning down close so she could
look into the depth of his eyes, he
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said very clearly, "If you want to
remain alive, you will follow me to the
ends of your planet if need be, without
hesitation and without argument." Her
eyes were wide with fear, and he could
feel her heart thrumming hard against
his abdomen. The energy of it beat the
air between them, reaching out to strum
his nervous system. His senses were at
high alert, and he could see everything
about her, smell everything, feel
everything, like no human ever could.
"I'm going to let go now. And you're
going to be good and not scream. If you
hold me back any longer, I will have no
choice but to leave you behind, to
protect myself. If I do that, you will
die. Do you understand?" She nodded
feebly, her cheeks pinched up above the
meat of his palm. She looked like a
pathetic little cartoon character on
some earth show. When he didn't let go,
she nodded more emphatically and
grunted something from beneath his
hand. He slowly lifted a few fingers.
She didn't scream, so he withdrew his
hand, but he remained vigilante. She
gasped once for breath, straightened
her shirt, swallowed hard, and nodded
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again. "Alright. I'm following you."
Kael assessed her eyes to determine her
truth. Satisfied that she would give
him no more trouble, he looked around
at his surroundings. Microwave and cell
phone towers jutted from the tall
building next to the abandoned one they
stood beside. He turned and peered into
the distance. The energy plant was too
far away. This building would have to
do, for now. He went to the door and
looked through the glass. A small
hallway led to an empty lobby. He
jimmied the door and stepped inside.
Old broken glass crunched beneath his
boots. He pulled the girl in behind him
and closed the door, locked it, and
turned back to look around at the
graffiti-covered walls. "What is this
place?" the girl asked from behind him.
"An abandoned office building," he
said. "How do you know?" "I observe."
Moving silently, his senses heightened
and alert, he led her upstairs to the
third floor. Glancing around as he
went, he eased down the hallway until
they came to a small room at the end of
the hall. The girl followed him inside,
but when he closed the door behind them
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she seemed wary and nervous. Kael
ignored her and assessed the room from
ceiling to floor, then went and peered
out the dirty window at the street
beyond. Satisfied that he would not be
battling his way through any more
Sulcrums, at least for a short while,
he turned to the only desk that sat to
one side of the room. He crossed the
room and sat down slowly in the dustcovered swivel chair. The girl looked
around the room. "Why would anyone
leave their office furniture behind?"
"You ask a lot of questions." She
shrugged. "I've always been curious by
nature." "Questions can get you answers
that you won't like to hear." She
shrugged again. "Maybe. Maybe not. You
didn't see me running from that big
robot-thing, did you?" His eyes
narrowed. She spoke the truth. She was
the only one who had stood her ground.
Not that sticking around had been the
smart choice. "I know Tae Kwon Do. Been
studying it since I was five-yearsold," she said as she looked out the
dirt-smeared window. "It teaches you to
be bold." "There's a difference between
boldness and stupidity," Kael replied.
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She turned to frown at him, her arms
going across her chest. The position of
her forearms thrust her breasts even
higher, revealing a tiny bit of
cleavage above her sweater. Her breath
hung in the air, reminding him of just
how cold she must be. The building's
windows were mostly broken out,
allowing for little shelter against the
elements. "How old are you?" he asked.
"Twenty-seven." "Your name?" She
hesitated, her gaze turning toward the
floor. "You first." "My name is Kael."
"Kyle," she repeated. "Sounds like a
perfectly harmless name. But you're not
harmless. And you're not human either,
are you?" "Kah-ell," he corrected her
pronunciation. "All drawn together in a
subtle way. And what makes you think
I'm not human?" "Well, for starters, a
man appeared out of thin air and called
you master, and then this big shiny,
chrome thing stepped out of the crowd
and tried to break you in half. Now, I
know the military, as advanced as we've
become with our drones and weapons and
such, doesn't have anything like that
hulk, and as far as I know, humans
can't appear out of thin air. Not to
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mention the sword that morphed out of
its arm and then morphed back into an
arm and then back into a sword, like
magic. Plus, my friend swears aliens
have been visiting us for ages,
and...maybe you're one of them coming
back to visit, or coming back to find
something, or take something-" Kael
stood up, effectively cutting off her
speech. She took a step backward. He
stopped. "I'm not going to hurt you."
She repositioned her legs. Kael noticed
that she had shifted her center of
gravity and she was now on the balls of
her feet. "Your Tae Kwon Do is no match
for me." "We'll see about that," she
retorted. "Now, if you don't start
talking, I'm going to speed dial my
cousin, who's a New York cop, and
you'll be apprehended, taken to a
secret government facility, where I'm
sure you'll be more than happy to
talk." Kael's mouth twitched at the
corners as he held back a laugh. "You
don't bluff well. You have no cousin
who's a cop." Her chin lifted, and he
saw the glint of defiance in her eyes.
"How do you know that?" "Because I can
tell when someone is lying." She opened
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her mouth to say something, then
clamped it shut again. He smiled in
satisfaction. "You and I are in danger.
I plan on keeping us safe. But I must
remind you that if you limit me in any
way, I will have no choice but to
abandon you and leave you to fend for
yourself. You've seen what a Sulcrum
can do, so I suggest you work with me
not against me." She gulped hard but
kept her gaze firmly on his. "Now, your
name please." "Sarah. Connor." His
frown deepened into a scowl. He was
losing patience with this female. "Your
real name," he growled as he took a
menacing step toward her. She gulped
again and took a step backward. Her
back butted against the wall, stopping
her from escaping. "Okay! Eva! My name
is Eva!" She said the words in a
rushed, desperate near-squeal. Blurring
the lines between First Contact, Space
Fleet, Hard Science Fiction, Alien
Invasion, Technothrillers, Genetic
Engineering, Paranormal & Urban,
Metaphysical & Visionary, Cyberpunk,
Adventure, Alien, Artificial
Intelligence, Aliens, Mutants,
Psychics, Robots, Mystery, Romance,
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Metaphysical, Thor, Superhero, Sword,
Invasion, Contact, Empire, Genes,
Fleet, Extraterrestrial, Action.
Qurilixen World Novellas: Intergalactic
Dating Agency
Taken by an Alien Shifter
Scifi Alien Abduction Romance
Sci-fi Alien Invasion Romance
A Sci-Fi Alien Romance
Books 1-3: Sci-fi Alien Romance Box Set
Scifi Alien Romance
A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger! Gem had
just been picked to be the next bride of her planet’s
Warrior King. Life was supposed to have been perfect
already⋯ until she was suddenly transported to twenty
years ago on planet Earth! It was one thing to be an
alien pretending to be a human being on a beautiful
remote island. It was another to actually fall in love
with a local. From the very moment that she’d laid
eyes on Cliff, a simple artist and cottage owner, her
heart began beating differently for the very first time.
Unfortunately, their love story didn’t last long. The
Warrior King suddenly appeared one day and took Gem
back. He went further into the future when they were
already married. Gem was shocked to learn that Cliff
had actually time-traveled to follow her, but had been
stopped by the king. Fearing for his life, she searched
for a way to turn back the hands of time again and save
him- even if it meant not seeing him again for the rest
of her life. Will Gem save her first real love? Or will
destiny allow them a way to be together across space
and time? --GS: alpha male alien romance, alpha
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male romance, scifi alien romance, alien abduction
romance, alpha male aliens, alien fantasy books, alien
romance, aliens, scifi romance, Space opera romance,
science fiction romance, steamy science fiction
romance, hot aliens, fantasy alien romance, paranormal
romance, military science fiction books, paranormal
with sex, fantasy fiction, psychic romance, steamy
paranormal romance, sci fi romance, sci-fi romance,
Fated mates, alien mate, new adult, genetic
engineering, alien contact, alpha male, alpha female,
supernatural, alien invasion romance
I don’t believe in aliens. Having spent a lifetime in the
army tends to beat out such fanciful notions. Being
abducted by terrifying Reptile aliens and crashing on a
frigid alien planet has opened my eyes. I usually rescue
myself from missions gone wrong so I didn’t expect
any sort of help out of this mess, and certainly not from
the kind of man my momma used to warn me about.
Only she never mentioned sex-gods with glittering
golden skin harbouring an attitude that died out a
hundred years ago. If he thinks he’s rescuing some
kind of simpering, cowering women who will throw her
panties out with her better judgment, he’s found the
wrong woman. What I don’t expect is my inability to
keep my hands to myself when he kisses me. He has
the power to heal my heart, but I don’t deserve that.
This is not a safe planet. The inhabitants are mindenslaved and I am battling a greater enemy than I ever
thought could exist. This particular mission might be
my last. I must fight beside Striker before our destinies
and future of the universe is lost. Striker is a full-length
standalone sci-fi romance featuring a hot, alpha alien
warrior with sparkling golden skin and a high moral
compass when it comes to protecting their vulnerable
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females. If you like hot aliens, sweeping adventure, and
steamy romance, you’ll love this series. No cliffhanger,
an ongoing battle between good and evil, and a happily
ever after guaranteed! Each book in the series can be
read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s
recommended that the series be read in order.
Hexonian Book 1 – Xzion (Prequel) Book 2 - Jo-Aquin
Book 3 - Striker Book 4 – Alastor Rasidian Book 5 –
Protected by the Alien Space Pirate Book 6 – Claimed
by the Alien Space Pirate Book 7 – Rescued by the
Alien Space Pirate Dhasu Book 8 - Seized by the Alien
Space Warrior Book 9 - Secured by the Alien Space
Warrior Book 10 - Consumed by the Alien Space
Warrior
This carefully created Garrett P. Serviss science fiction
collection includes novels and short stories of this
notable writer, astronomer and popularizer of
astronomy. This book has been designed and formatted
to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. Contents: Novels Edison's
Conquest of Mars A Columbus of Space The Sky Pirate
The Second Deluge Short Stories The Moon Metal
As Earth's faster-than-light spaceship hung in the void
between galaxies, Arcot, Wade, Morey and Fuller could
see below them, like a vast shining horizon, the mass of
stars that formed their own island universe. Morey
worked a moment with his slide rule, then said, "We
made good time! Twenty-nine light years in ten
seconds! Yet you had it on at only half power...." Arcot
pushed the control lever all the way to full power. The
ship filled with the strain of flowing energy, and sparks
snapped in the air of the control room as they raced at
an inconceivable speed through the darkness of
intergalactic space. But suddenly, far off to their left
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and far to their right, they saw two shining ships
paralleling their course! They held grimly to the course
of the Earth ship, bracketing it like an official guard.
The Earth scientists stared at them in wonder. "Lord,"
muttered Morey, "where can they have come from?"
Outcast
(Kael Jai: Book 1)
Bound to the Alien Lord
Science Fiction America
Sci-fi Alien Abduction Romance
Alien's Challenge: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance
Not So Little Green Man (Scifi Alien Romance)

Stop me if you’ve heard this story
before. One minute Alice was camping,
trying to connect with nature, then
there’s this blinding white light.
Gravity must have quit because Alice
and her sleeping bag were floating off
the ground. Classic alien abduction.
She wakes up on an alien planet full
of, you know, aliens. Outlaws. Rules
are optional and people are property.
So not cool. Then there’s a train
robbery and she's getting abducted.
Again. But this guy? He’s a giant
lizard man, just a solid wall of
muscle, scales, and bad attitude. He’s
dangerous and he’s gone into a mating
fever, which he says is her fault. So
what is she going to do about it?
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Better question, what is tall, dark and
grumpy going to do about it? Two
decades ago Faris was exiled to this
prison planet. Only the strong survive
here. He's too old for a mating fever
but his body has other ideas. The human
female was not part of the plan, an
ordinary smash and grab, but she's his
now. And he does not share. Alien's
Challenge is a stand alone book in the
Outlaw Planet Mates series. The books
can be read in any order. No
cliffhangers, no cheating and a HEA.
“What the hell are you then? Bigfoot?”
His spaceship crashed in Alaska… He’s
stranded in the bitter cold… on Earth.
When the blue-skinned Devoran alien,
Kronos, falls to earth, he encounters a
gun-toting country girl, Jess, in the
Alaskan wilderness. He saves her life
and lust explodes between them… Jess
realizes he’s more than a scientific
discovery. He can see into her mind…
Into her heart… Jess captures Kronos to
use him as her ticket out of The Last
Frontier. Ropes and binds may keep
Kronos captive, But they won’t stop her
desires… Desires she knows are very,
very wrong. Kronos’ first contact
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mission is steamier and filthier than
he ever expected. This is a NO
cliffhanger, guaranteed HEA series of
alien science fiction romance
standalone stories. While connected to
the other novels, this book can be read
as a standalone! This satisfying ultrasteamy sci-fi/fantasy story will
satisfy your deepest cravings for
romance with aliens that look like
aliens. If you like romance with aliens
that look like aliens… Take a peek
inside and see for yourself...
A Standalone Short Story with No
Cliffhanger! Roderick was eager to take
over the throne and become king of
planet Avant, but his father had other
plans for him. The often stoic and
disagreeable prince must first find a
wife before he can ‘inherit’ the
throne. The young, handsome prince drew
plenty of attention from the females on
his own planet easily enough, but he
suspected they were just being nice to
him because he was a prince. It wasn’t
easy to meet someone who treated him
like a regular alien. Then his mother
urges Roderick to travel to Earth, to
search for woman who doesn’t know him
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and could be a perfect wife. Roderick
meets Isabella. He’s drawn to her at
first sight and knows that the
beautiful woman from Earth is the one
for him. Being a prince, Roderick just
takes Isabella back to his home planet
of Avant where he marries her and
finally takes the throne as king.
Isabella is stunned. She has no idea
what she’s been thrown into on Avant.
All of a sudden she is married and
queen of an entire planet. Will
Isabella and Roderick get along? Will
their marriage ever be a true one? --TAGS: alpha male alien romance, alpha
male romance, scifi alien romance,
alien abduction romance, alpha male
aliens, alien fantasy books, alien
romance, aliens, scifi romance, Space
opera romance, science fiction romance,
steamy science fiction romance, hot
aliens, fantasy alien romance,
paranormal romance, military science
fiction books, paranormal with sex,
fantasy fiction, psychic romance,
steamy paranormal romance, sci fi
romance, sci-fi romance, Fated mates,
alien mate, new adult, genetic
engineering, alien contact, alpha male,
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alpha female, supernatural, alien
invasion romance
After centuries of wandering through
the galaxy in search of other life, the
crew of the starship Argonos, the home
to generations of humans, is lured by
an unidentified transmission to a
nearby planet, where they come face to
face with a brutal tragedy and a
haunting alien mystery. Original.
Fly Me to the Moon
An Alien Amoung Us
Endless Abduction
The Alien MEGAPACK®: 25 Modern and
Classic Science Fiction Stories
Edison's Conquest of Mars, A Columbus
of Space, The Sky Pirate, The Second
Deluge, The Moon Metal
Sci-Fi Boxed Set: Garrett P. Serviss
Edition - Space Adventure & Alien
Invasion Tales
Bride of an Alien
This bundle contains three books in the
Project Enterprise series: Found Girl, Lost
Valyr, and Maestra Rising. About Found Girl:
She’s an alien farm girl. He’s a hotshot
soldier. Can their love save an alien
sanctuary from destruction? Arian Teraz
refuses to waste her life on a loveless
arranged marriage and a rocky plot of
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farmland. So when a mysterious ship lands in
front of her and invites her to take a chance
on something else, she doesn’t hesitate.
Fleeing her planet, hostile forces open fire
on her ship, and she has no choice but to
send the ship through a wormhole. Clinging to
life, she rockets out the other side… and
plummets into the strong arms of a handsome
soldier. After months of staring into empty
space, Captain Jackson “Coop” Cooper is
itching for some action. He gets it when a
wormhole delivers an alien ship into their
path. He volunteers to make first contact,
rescuing the ship with its injured alien
beauty and her unusual shipmate. Before they
can get acquainted, new threats send them on
a wild ride through the cosmos and into a
mysterious sanctuary with no means of escape.
With little time to sort out enemies and
allies, Arian and Coop must work together to
uncover the secret behind her hidden destiny
if they stand any chance of surviving their
future. Found Girl is the sixth standalone
book in the spectacular Project Enterprise
sci-fi romance series. If you like cosmic
battles, human-alien love stories, and
imaginative future worlds, then you’ll love
Pauline Baird Jones’ high-adrenaline
adventure. About Lost Valyr: She’s a
scientist in the wrong galaxy. He’s an alien
in the wrong century. Can their love reset a
terrifying future? Dr. Rachel Grant knows her
way around the Garradian tech on the Kikk
Outpost. But the technology she encounters in
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an alien medical lab stumps even her
brilliant mind. With a little help from her
scheming parrot sidekick, she manages to push
the right buttons and transport them to an
uncharted planet…where they find a recently
defrosted alien, who heats up Rachel. Valyr
wasn’t going to warm up to the bright-eyed
scientist anytime soon…not after she pried
centuries of cryosleep from his cold fingers.
But waking up in the wrong century is nothing
compared to the robots targeting his stillfrozen team. And their situation only gets
worse when he discovers the spiderweb of
destruction trailing in the robots’ wake.
With their backs against the wall, Valyr is
blown away by Rachel’s determined passion in
the face of impossible odds… but they’ll need
more than a chemical reaction to survive what
is headed their way. Lost Valyr is the
seventh standalone book in the explosive
Project Enterprise sci-fi romance series. If
you like heart-pounding chemistry, ragtag
bands of misfits, and action-packed space
battles, then you’ll love Pauline Baird
Jones’ rollicking romance. About Maestra
Rising: She’s a gifted scientist. He’s a
robot with a human mind. Can they save a lost
ship and find love among the stars? Nivi
awakes from cryosleep plagued by guilt. The
scientific genius had hoped her people would
avoid war if she went into cold sleep, but
she learns her sacrifice was in vain. And now
a vicious enemy approaches a stranded Earth
spaceship. Desperate to reactivate the
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technology she needs for the rescue, Nivi
enlists the help of an attractive robot with
a human consciousness and wisdom beyond his
years… Moose survived slavery but never
forgot the feeling of worthlessness it forced
upon him. After living in the body of a robot
for years, he sees an opportunity to help the
brilliant Nivi if he becomes human once
again. In a new body with new dangers, he
worries that the genius scientist will never
see him as more than the robot he once was.
Outnumbered by a relentless foe, Nivi and
Moose attempt to put their desires on hold to
ensure humanity’s survival. With time running
out, can they defeat the enemy and enjoy a
future filled with love? Maestra Rising is
the eighth novel in the epic Project
Enterprise sci-fi romance series. If you like
gripping adventures, captivating characters,
and emotional out-of-this-world encounters,
then you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’
thrilling saga. Buy Project Enterprise Bundle
3 to take 3 interstellar adventures today!
Science fiction & Fantasy, Action adventure
fantasy romance, Time and space portal
romance, Scifi romance alternate universe
reality, Starships, secret project, first
contact space opera, alien romance, outer
space, science fiction romance alternate
universe, female top gun, air force pilot,
female air force pilot, strong women, action
adventure, intergalactic romance, adventure,
lost city, science fiction romance, Lost city
romance
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The Dazon Agenda is now available in a boxed
set, featuring all six titles from the
series. Each story focuses on a different
couple while continuing the overarching plot.
When four hundred Earth women are kidnapped,
it sets in motion a course of events that
change both Earth and the Dazon Empire
forever. With fated mates, intrigue, mystery,
battles, and handsome aliens, this series
brought to you by bestselling authors Aurelia
Skye and Juno Wells should have something for
every fan of science fiction romance.
Includes: Written In The Stars Alien's Babies
Diplomatic Affairs Moon Madness Across The
Stars Emperor's Assassin Bride Search Terms:
alien civil war, military romance, scifi
military, space battles, intrigue, politics,
dazon series, dazon agenda, mating flare,
fated mates, science fiction romance, genetic
engineering, illegal alien breeding,
kidnapped women, war with aliens, first
contact, alien invasion, alien contact
When my car broke down in the middle of
nowhere, I knew I’d be in trouble. I just
didn’t imagine it would be this kind of
trouble. I’ve been abducted by aliens. Not
the hot, sexy kind those romance novels like
you to believe. The aliens that abducted me
are terrifying. There’s something in my blood
they want, and they stop at nothing to take
it from me. Then I’m rescued by the sexiest
man I’ve ever laid eyes on only to learn he’s
an alien and his rescue attempt went wrong.
Very wrong. I’m not on Earth anymore and the
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Reptiles are after us on an alien planet.
We’ve been taken prisoner by the planet’s
natives and an old shaman woman tells me I’m
the key to freeing thousands of mindenslaved. My rescuer is cold and aloof and
should be off-limits but there’s something
about the way he touches me that sets my skin
on fire and sparks flowing through my veins.
I’ve been through enough heartache to last a
lifetime and now my soft heart is at risk
again. I’m not the saviour everyone wants me
to be and if I don’t resist his touches I’ll
lose more than just my heart. The whole
universe will be at risk. Jo’Aquin is a fulllength standalone sci-fi romance featuring a
hot, alpha alien warrior with sparkling
golden skin and a high moral compass when it
comes to protecting their vulnerable females.
If you like hot aliens, sweeping adventure,
and steamy romance, you’ll love this series.
No cliffhanger, an ongoing battle between
good and evil, and a happily ever after
guaranteed! Each book in the series can be
read as a standalone, but for maximum
enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series
be read in order. Hexonian Book 1 – Xzion
(Prequel) Book 2 - Jo-Aquin Book 3 - Striker
Book 4 – Alastor Rasidian Book 5 – Protected
by the Alien Space Pirate Book 6 – Claimed by
the Alien Space Pirate Book 7 – Rescued by
the Alien Space Pirate Dhasu Book 8 - Seized
by the Alien Space Warrior Book 9 - Secured
by the Alien Space Warrior Book 10 - Consumed
by the Alien Space Warrior
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He seems to have it all. She’s lost
everything. Both are shackled to their
painful pasts. Hudson hides the terrible pain
he’s suffered for many years behind a smile
and fine clothing. As he fights his internal
demons, he joins his fellow warriors in
waging war on the evil from their planet that
has been let loose on Earth. Beverly Devlone
was a highly respected doctor until tragedy
hit and a drug addiction destroyed her career
and reputation. As a lonely woman fresh out
of rehab, she’s now uncertain of her place in
the world, what her purpose is, and where she
belongs. When an explosive event brings
Hudson and Beverly together, the attraction
between them cannot be ignored. But true
happiness eludes them when they are forced to
go their separate ways… until Beverly returns
with an admission that will rock the very
fabric of Hudson’s world.
Science Fiction: The Year's Best (2006
Edition)
alien romance, science fiction, new adult
science fiction, fantasy romance
A Science Fiction Romance
Striker: Sci-Fi Alien Romance
Forbidden (An Alien Sci-Fi Romance Story)
Awakening �� Fun Sci-Fi Alien Contact
Alien Romance "Star Splitter" (A New Adult
Science Fiction Erotic Romance Fiction) Box
Set

A complete box set of four sci-fi romances
from the steamy series Alternative Worlds.
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Three fantastical worlds: The Cursed, The
Magical, and The Gifted. Which will be your
favorite? The Cursed... When you're cursed
with the ability to walk into the dreams of
others, the last thing you should do is explore
the dreams of the hot cadet who drives you
crazy. Erin knows that's the logical thing to
do, but she just can't help herself. And when
her secret identity places her in danger, she's
surprised to find help in the form of one
stubborn, alpha alien. But can an independent
woman and an alien who mates for life
overcome their differences and find love with
one another? Or are some things just not
meant to be? The Magical... Saura can control
water. Her mate can control fire. Together,
they are the perfect match. Two magical
beings fated to rule their people. But when
she discovers he's missing, gone to a strange
world known as Earth, she'll have to risk it all
to save him. Yet with a traitor determined to
take the crown, and her as his mate, will one
woman have the strength to fight against
such impossible odds? The Gifted... An alien
race with unique gifts will invade Earth in a
matter of days. All that stands between the
destruction of all of humanity and these
powerful beings is a team of unwilling
spaceship pilots. Kaci is one of them, and
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she's prepared to die to save her sister. But
when she's taken prisoner during the war, will
she discover a handsome alien doctor who is
more friend than foe? And can they work
together to change their prophesied fate?
ALIEN MISCHIEF is a box set of: Nightmare
Hunter, Deadly Dreams, Mortal Flames, and
Twisted Prophecies. It included four full-length
scifi romance novels that have well-deserved
happily ever afters. The books follow three
different worlds and three different sets of
characters, so be ready for a unique and
steamy read! Search Terms: Alien romance,
aliens, scifi romance, science fiction romance,
steamy science fiction romance, hot aliens,
paranormal romance, psychic romance,
steamy paranormal romance, sci fi romance,
sci-fi romance, bonding, cultural differences,
Fated mates, alien mate, new adult, genetic
engineering, alien contact, alpha male, alpha
female, supernatural, hero, new adult
romance, college romance, sci-fi box set, scifi
box set, science fiction box set, scifi boxset,
sci-fi box set, science fiction boxset
Ship of FoolsAce
Earth women better watch out. Things are
about to heat up. NYT Bestselling Author,
Michelle M. Pillow, shows what happens when
hot aliens looking for love land in Las Vegas,
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the city of decadence and sin. Included in this
box set Spark Flame Blaze Spark Mining ash
on a remote planet where temperatures reach
hellish degrees doesn't leave Kal (aka Spark)
much room for dating. Lucky for this hardworking man, a new corporation Galaxy Alien
Mail Order Brides is ready to help him find the
girl of his dreams. Does it really matter that
he lied on his application and really isn’t
looking for long term, but rather some fast
action? Earth women better watch out. Things
are about to heat up. Flame Vin (aka Flame)
can't believe he's in yet another holding cell.
Stupid Earthlings wouldn't know fun if it bit
them in the hindquarters. Speaking of fun, the
hot little number who claims she's a guard at
the jail has been making his body respond in
ways he's very happy about. If only she'd get
on board with the plan and help him escape
back to his ship. First she'd have to believe
he's an alien. Right now she's taken to
thinking he's crazy. Blaze Sev (aka Blaze) isn't
looking for commitment, but there is no way
in hell he's letting his brother go to Earth to
search for a woman by himself. He's prepared
to yank the idiot out of every jailhouse and ice
cream parlor (don't ask) if he has to. It
wouldn't be the first time. He can handle a
good fight. But what this alpha isn't prepared
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for was the hardheaded beauty determined to
follow him home. What readers are saying
about the series... 5 Stars! "Funny,
adventurous, and romantic. The male aliens
are funny as all get out!" 5 Stars! 'Hysterically
funny, spicy and sweet." 5 Stars! 'One of the
best alien romance stories I have read!" 5
Stars! "I laughed..I cried...I loved this book." 5
Stars! "A must read to all who enjoy alien
hotties!" Length: Long Novella/Short Novel
Contemporary Alien Science Fiction Fantasy
Paranormal Romance A Qurilixen World
Novella Genres: Paranormal, Science Fiction,
Fantasy, Sci-Fi, Alien Romance, Paranormal
Romance, Alpha Male, Romance, fated mates,
action and adventure, romantic comedy,
fantasy, sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, First
Contact, alien contact, comedy, galactic
romance, galactic quest, hea, humor,
humorous romance, romance, romantic
adventure, sfr, sci-fi romance, space
adventure, space adventure, space
exploration, space romance, miner, blue collar
hero, contemporary, Las Vegas, mail order
brides, interstellar romance A Qurilixen World
Novella The Qurilixen World is an extensive
collection of paranormal, fantasy, and science
fiction romance novels by award-winning
author, Michelle M. Pillow, and includes
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several series installments: Dragon Lords,
Lords of the Var, Space Lords, Captured by a
Dragon-shifter, Galaxy Alien Mail Order Brides,
Dynasty Lords, Qurilixen Lords, and more.
Intergalactic Dating Agency
She just wanted to get out of the city. She
never expected to end up in space! Needing a
break from her busy city life, Eve rents a
cabin in the woods. But things don’t go
exactly as planned. When she’s abducted by
scary, mantis-like aliens, her world is turned
upside down. Among the strange-looking
aliens is Doran, a kind, human-like alien.
Could he be her only hope in this crazy
situation? He’s an alien too, and she’s not
convinced she can trust him. So why does she
feel drawn to him? When he accepted a job
from the Saithin, he never expected to find
her… Doran’s entire life is ruled by logic, but
his predictive abilities as a Qai have made life
boring. When he signs up to work on a Saithin
ship, he looks forward to travel and
adventures. What he doesn’t expect is to play
a role in an abduction mission. When he lays
eyes on a beautiful human who looks just like
the Qai, he faces an impossible decision – one
that will force him to question everything
about his life and what he’s been led to
believe. Will he risk everything to save her, or
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will logic outweigh his emotions? Alien Pirate’s
Desire is a scorching hot prequel novella in
the Star Gladiators sci-fi romance series,
featuring a brave human woman and a strong,
sexy alien who falls head over heels for her.
It's a standalone romance with no cheating,
no cliffhangers, and a HEA!
Alien Castaways Complete Edition
JoAquin: Sci-Fi Alien Romance
A Scifi Romance
Ship of Fools
Silas: Alien Warrior
Essays on SF Cinema
A SciFi Alien Romance Series
Aliens have been a major theme in science fiction literature
from the very beginnings of the genre...though they seem to
have morphed over the decades from humanoids (six-limbed
and blue though they might be!) to the utterly
incomprehensible to noncorporeal energy beings -- and
everything in between! This collection focuses on aliens as
depicted in many different forms over many different decades.
While in no way comprehensive -- I'm not sure a "definitive"
book of alien stories could ever be assembled -- we think this
one is, at the very least, a lot of fun. Included are: THROUGH
MUD ONE PICKS A WAY, by Tim Sullivan LABORATORY,
by Jerome Bixby BEULAH, by Talmage Powell ALIEN STILL
LIFE, by John Gregory Betancourt DEAD RINGER, by Lester
del Rey ESCAPE TO EARTH, by Manly Banister LESSON IN
SURVIVAL, by Frank Belknap Long SCIENTIFIC METHOD,
by Chad Oliver THE BEES OF DEATH, by Robert Moore
Williams THE BIG FIX, by Richard Wilson THE CARNIVORE,
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by Katherine MacLean THE LARGE ANT, by Howard Fast
"THIS WORLD IS OURS!" by Emil Petaja RAINBOW JADE,
by Gardner E. Fox A CITY NEAR CENTAURUS, by Bill
Doede THE MENACE FROM ANDROMEDA, by Arthur Leo
Zagat & Nat Schachner THE BIRDS OF LORRANE, by Bill
Doede CONES, by Frank Belknap Long ALIEN OFFER, by Al
Sevcik THE GOOD NEIGHBORS, by Edgar Pangborn THE
SOUTH WATERFORD RUMPLE CLUB, by Richard Wilson
THE TEACHER FROM MARS, by Eando Binder BELIEVE IN
TANGIBLES, by Everil Worrell A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE, by
Charles V. De Vet TRADER'S RISK, by Roger Dee UTTER
SILENCE, by Edward Wellen If you enjoy this ebook, don't
forget to search your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press
Megapack" to see more of the 300+ volumes in this series,
covering adventure, historical fiction, mysteries, westerns,
ghost stories, science fiction -- and much, much more!
Six genetically engineered aliens fleeing the destruction of
their world get a second chance for life and love on planet
Earth. This boxed set contains all six books of the series.
Chameleon: Alien Castaways 1 When his ship tumbles out of
the sky and lands on Earth, Chameleon never expects to fall
for a human woman. Unfortunately, he can’t stay. His mistake
led to the devastation of an entire planet, and now the
survivors are depending on him to get them to safety. He
must repair his ship and leave before the Xeno Consortium
finds him and Earth becomes endangered, too. But oh, he
wishes he could stay with Kevanne forever… Wingman: Alien
Castaways 2 Traumatized by the death of his family and the
destruction of his planet, Wingman comes to Earth in search
of a haven and the solitude to nurse his emotional wounds.
When a chance decision foils a kidnapping, he’s drawn into
the life of a young widow and her daughter. But when
dangers from Delia’s past resurface, he’ll have to conquer his
demons to save her and Page
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Soon after encountering the beautiful, shy Cassie, Psy
realizes she’s his genmate. It doesn’t matter she can’t
talk—he loves her as she is. But as their telepathic
connection deepens, he begins to suspect her inability to
speak is more than a congenital happenstance. Something
far more sinister appears to be keeping her a virtual prisoner.
He’s certain his psychic powers can unlock the secrets in
Cassie’s mind. But will revealing the truth liberate her…or
destroy their bond? Shadow: Alien Castaways 4 Shadow’s
genetics have been programmed with a self-destruct
sequence. If he doesn’t bond with a genmate, he will fade
from existence. He’s hoping Mandy, the town’s clairvoyant,
can help him by finding his match. But what is an alien to do
when attraction leads to love, and every indication shows
Mandy is not his genmate? Will Shadow decide love is worth
dying for? Inferno: Alien Castaways 5 Extraterrestrial Inferno
has searched in vain for the one woman his Luciferan DNA
has chosen for him. When he locates Geneva in the church of
a small Idaho town, the last thing he expects is for her to
throw him out as though he was Satan himself. How can he
prove to the beautiful skeptic they are meant for each other
when he can’t even convince her he’s an alien? Tigre: Alien
Castaways 6 Tigre, a Saberian from planet ’Topia, instantly
recognizes Kat as his genmate, so he doesn’t hesitate to let
her know. But by the disdainful curl of her lips, the stunning
human lets him know she finds him lacking as a mate. If she
doesn’t want him—then he doesn’t want her. But when the
feral fever strikes, more than tempers get hot.
Book 1 Can a man fall in love with a humanoid and never
know until it’s too late? Aliens and humans fall in love,
adventure and action in space Charles Dorian, is the
youngest Captain given duty on the one of a kind space ship,
Star Splitter. Captain Dorian’s only desire is to devote his life
to his ship and crew and Page
he made
that official when he signed
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a pledge to live and die on his ship. The day Jessie arrived on
his ship she was all of eighteen and he was cautious of her
because all his attention was now focused on her. One
evening he discovered that she was irresistible and he could
no longer keep a pledge to himself. That was the day he
learned how empty his life had been, and that is the day his
life will be torn apart and changed. Book 2 When Max signed
up to the Star Splitter as an engineer he didn’t expect to be
marooned on a small shuttle with Jessie a woman who’s his
commanding officer who was cold and indifferent and more
beautiful than any woman alive.Will she remain devoted to
Captain Dorian as the handsome engineer waits for her to
realize that she can love him too? Book 3 This is a space
adventure with romance and love between Aliens, humans,
and humanoids of the Star Splitter. It has a surprise ending
you will want to read. All Max wants is to be reunited with
Jessie. He knows now that he is devoted to her an Artificial
Intelligence more lifelike, more human than any woman he
has met on Earth. All Jessie wants is to be a human and have
the love she deserves. All Lanus the King of Ovid wants is to
reach his human female mate Daniella, his Queen, before
she is sold to slavers. With a wide universe and many distant
planets that hold dangers of unforeseen consequences, will
they be united with their love ones who could be sent into the
galaxy where they will never be able to reach them in a
hundred years? key words free science fiction fantasy series
first in series, free 1st in series romance, free first in series
erotic science fiction romance, free first in series fantasy
series, free sci fi, free sci fi romance UK free science fiction
romance first in series, UK free romance, UK free sci fi
romance, free alien romance, free alien romance, free alien
romance, romance, freebie alien romance series, freebie,
freebie 1st in series, box set, box set, sci fi box set, box set,
sci fi box set, free fiction Page
romance,
box set, free science
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fiction romance, box set free science fiction romance, free sci
fi romance, freebie sci fi romance, free alien romance,
science fiction romance, free sci fi romance, space ship
romance freebie, space ship romance freebie, space ship
romance first in series freebie free sci fi alien romance, free
sci fi romance, free alien mating, free alien romance, alien
romance, SF romance, free sci fi alien romance, alien sci fi,
sci fi, free sci fi, alien sci fi, romance, romance, romance, sci
fi, science fiction fantasy first in series, freebie first in series,
freebie science fiction, science fiction alien romance, alien
romance, hot alien romance, bad boy science fiction alien
romance, science fiction, science fiction alien romance, space
romance, space romance, free science fiction romance, free
science fiction alien romance, space romance, romance in
space, romance on star ship, fiction fantasy romance, science
fiction romance, young adult space romance, alien romance,
alien romance, free alien romance, action and adventure
alien romance, space ships, aliens, space fantasy, alt worlds,
space fantasy romance, space fantasy romance, space
fantasy, alien space fantasy, alien fantasy, starship romance,
alien romance box set, alien romance box set
僾
僾
僾
僾
僾 "An action-packed, fun and intelligen
adventure into the unknown." - YourBookAuthors.com Enemy
activity had fallen into an eerie calm, but everyone felt the
coming storm—a terrible storm, poised to unleash its fury
upon the galaxy. It seemed as though the entire universe was
holding its breath. Waiting. Whether waiting for the salvation
of mankind or its demise was yet unclear. He set out to prove
a theory. Now he’s racing to save the galaxy from his
mistake. Along with his newly found, rag-tag band of alien
friends, Nick Bannon battles to keep his devastating
technology out of the hands of the biomechanoid race known
as the Mok’tu. Nick is flung to a distant world when his
hyperspace experiment goes
awry. Technology can always
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be used for good or evil and now his peaceful experiment
could become a horrific weapon of a malicious alien race.
Every species in the galaxy is in danger of total annihilation
and it may take one man’s greatest sacrifice to stop it. Full
86,000 word space opera novel! Official Website:
TheHyperspaceProject.com Sci-fi, Space Opera, Nanites,
Hyperspace, Aliens, First Contact, Action, Adventure, Fun,
Series, scifi, robot, mechanoid, prophecy, queen, battle,
stargate, red shirts, takei, battle 僾
僾
僾
僾
僾 I
found "The Hyperspace Project" to be an immensely
enjoyable read. I kept picturing Harrison Ford, but with the
Indiana Jones personality, but in a Blade Runner world as
Nick Bannon. The pacing was great, Swan did an awesome
job giving just enough desription of the new technology and
alien races without dragging the story into a grinding halt. The
story had a feel good sense that I got from watching
"Guardians of the Galaxy" - where you get to know the
characters to the point where you actually want to meet
themand have a few drinks at a dive bar to hear more stories.
The dialogue and writing were top notch - and it was clear
that this story was thought out before Swan committed it to
paper. With all of the rehashes (really - can we do a
Spiderman reboot just one more time please.....) it is nice to
meet some new characters in a new adventure - and it
doesn't have to end here, since Swan already has book two
on the shelves. Highly recommend this book for lovers of sci
fi!!!" - Nathan Merceron 僾
僾
僾
僾
僾 "5 star sci-fi
adventure - this book is FUN. The start of a new series, Book
1 : Awakenings does not disappoint. It has all the elements I
desire in a good space adventure story - a reluctant hero
fumbling his/her way through new alien space, interesting and
unique aliens, exciting twists and turns, a good overall plot
and a whole lot of fun. I am right on board the Hyperspace
wagon, eagerly awaiting Page
book
2, which means book 1 gets
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the OMGMOAR 5 star award from Tracing The Stars."
-TracingTheStars.com 僾
僾
僾
僾
僾 "A lost Queen
An ancient prophecy. Worlds caught in an interstellar war
between two malevolent alien races. Hyperspace, Nanites,
Biomechanoids with a mysterious past. The Hyperspace
Project is non-stop action and lots of fun." -John S.
僾
僾
僾
僾
僾 "I really enjoyed this book. There is a
lot of action, but it's well balanced. If you like Star Trek or
shows like Stargate, then I think you'll like this book. Fun
characters and a story that flows well. Some good futuristic
science too. (Nanites, hyperspace, gadgets etc.) I only wish
that the second book was already available. There is also an
interesting extra chapter that can be unlocked with clues from
the book. That added an extra bit of fun to it as well." -Sara,
BestIndieBooks.com
--------------------------------------------------------------http://thehyperspaceproject.com Excerpt: Karg woke to the
sound of explosions rocking the ship. "Karg! Get to Bay One,
we're about to have company!" Arya's voice demanded over
his com-badge. Karg fell out of bed onto his knees. The
rumble of multiple blasts to the hull rang through his room.
"What...what's going on? Arya?" "Karg! Get your arsk to Bay
One! Now!" The sounds of explosions on the bridge almost
drowned out Arya's voice. "Raiders!" "Frek!" Karg grumbled.
He flew out of the door into the corridor, driving a passing
Meth into the wall as they collided. The Meth crewmember
stumbled to his feet in his cumbersome environmental suit
and continued on his way. Karg was too distracted to
apologize. He hopped down the hallway attempting to get a
foot into his boot and still shaking off his grogginess. He
finally got his feet stuffed into his boots before rounding the
corner into Bay One. The fury of plasma blasts hitting the hull
reverberated through the hangar like a giant drum. "I'm in Bay
One. What the hetek is going
on out there?" Karg waited for
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what seemed like forever for an answer. The silence on the
com had him worried. Finally, Arya replied. "Raiders.
Everywhere. Too small and fast. Can't get a clear shot. Can't
outrun them." Suddenly Karg's com-badge screeched and
whined. Then a strange voice broke in. "Captain of the Ashok,
surrender and I may let your crew live." Karg waited tensely
through the long pause. Arya didn't appear to be responding
to the raider's demands. "Let me talk to Arnon," the voice
demanded. On the bridge, Arya sat tall and straight in the
Captain's chair, glaring at the main view screen. An unkempt,
scarred face stared back at her. Typical raider scum, in need
of a good bath and some manners. At least over the vid-link
she was spared from his stench. All her training and time
spent watching Argos command the ship had prepared her
for this moment. "Raider baskurt. This is Captain Arya of the
Ashok. I have been lenient with you so far, but do not try my
patience. Perhaps you have heard about how we recently
destroyed a Mok'tu Star-Killer. Leave now or suffer the same
fate." The commander of the raiders smirked. "Yeah I've
heard of you alright. And I've heard about that weapon of
yours. A weapon of that power would be worth a lot of credits.
Way I hear it, that weapon could probably rip apart a whole
planet. The fact that a craft that small can unleash that kind of
power has me shakin' in my boots." The commander gave a
sarcastic laugh. "The thing is...that weapon may be scary
powerful when it's launched, but right now it's sitting safely
aboard your ship. Now surrender before I take your ship
apart, piece by piece!" Arya's mind raced. They knew about
the hyperspace ship, but they thought it was still aboard the
Ashok. How could she use that to her advantage? And
Arnon? How did they know Arnon? "I've called your bluff,
missy," the commander chided. "Time to pay up."
"Commander Scumbag," she began, taunting him with insults.
"I do not negotiate with raiders
and especially not with the
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likes of you. You have ballusks, I'll give you that. I can't
believe you would threaten the ship carrying the biggest,
baddest weapon around. What the hetek were you thinking?
You're such a patuke. I have nothing more to say to you.
You're not even worth the effort of killing. Get out of my way,
and I will let you live. And before you go making another
brilliant decision in your colorful, yet undoubtedly short career,
I ask you, how sure are you that this weapon can't be fired
from within the walls of this vessel? Are you willing to bet your
life on it?" The commander's reply was long in coming. The
smaller raider vessels zipped around the Ashok like betiks on
a syrup tree, continuing to fly hit and run maneuvers. The
constant plasma blasts were beginning to weaken the
Ashok's defenses. Finally the commander's voice broke the
silence. "I understand. You have principles. You don't
negotiate with raiders. That's one of your principles. But, you
see, I don't have any of them principles. Life's much simpler
that way. Know what I'm say'n'?" The commander grinned,
one gold tooth shining amidst his decaying, food encrusted
teeth. "It's a shame that a pretty thing like you is going to
have to die, but now you're trying my patience!" Sirok sent a
message to Arya's console with his wireless neural interface.
The raiders had made it through the Ashok's collapsing
shields and had blown off the outer door to Bay One. With the
shields failing and the hull breached, there was nothing to
stop them from entering the ship. Arya severed
communications with the raiders, and the view screen went
blank. The time for posturing was over. The raiders in this
sector were notoriously dangerous and most likely one of the
main reasons so few ever returned from Demented Space.
"Sirok, you have the con. Patch everything through to my
PDU." Arya held up her personal data unit, a handy, do about
anything, reconfigurable on the fly, mobile gadget that she
seldom left behind. "Tell Page
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everyone you can to Bay One. We need to stop them from
getting into the rest of the ship!" "Aye, Captain." Sirok busily
typed on his console. His holo-display showed a diagram of
the ship alongside a roster of the crew and their current
locations. Arya turned as she entered the transport tube.
"Lock down the bridge." The tube doors slid shut with a
whoosh, and the tube sped down to the bay level. Sirok
broadcasted a message to all hands, ordering them to defend
the hangar bay. The bridge grew quiet. The bombardment
had ceased. The raiders were now focused on taking the
ship. Sirok put a priority-one lockdown in place, sealing off the
bridge. Arya would be able to command the ship through her
encrypted mobile data unit, but if all else failed, Sirok would
have to take over command from the bridge. The protective
mucus covering Sirok's body oozed faster. It was a natural
bodily function for a Kymirian under stress, a vestige of his
ancestry that allowed them to move quickly and replace the
antibacterial covering at a more rapid rate. His nerves were
beginning to get the best of him, and he could feel it in the
thinning mucus running down his face. He knew that even
with the bridge locked out the raiders could disable the
engines and other systems if they infiltrated the ship. Arya slid
to a stop next to Karg in Bay One. The force field in the bay
was holding, but through the translucent wall of static, the
ominous presence of the raiders was apparent. A boarding
party was nearing the field, spreading into several groups. A
handful of crewmembers ran into the bay behind Arya. Two
Meths, a couple of Arisian ensigns, and Kyrk. Arya frowned.
"That's it? That's all of you?" "Hull breach in the aft section,"
Kyrk responded "Five of the crew were there when it
happened. Three didn't make it. The other two are trapped."
Arya was all business. "Sket. It will have to do. Take cover.
We draw the line here! Do you understand?" "Yes, Sir!" the
crew replied in true military
fashion. In front of them, the glove
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of an armored space suit pierced through the force field.
"Karg! They're coming through! They must be using a field
modulator." Another hand came through the force field, a
pistol aimed and at the ready. Plasma blasts ricocheted off
the metal crate in front of them as they ducked. "Open fire!"
Arya commanded, as she popped up and fired several rounds
at the raiders. A barrage of plasma bolts streaked back and
forth across the bay. Puffs of smoke rose from the impacting
balls of plasma, creating an early morning fog-like haze
throughout the bay. --------------First Contact Captives: Kronos
Galaxy Alien Mail Order Brides Book 2: A Qurilixen World
Novella: Intergalactic Dating Agency
Islands of Space (Sci-Fi Classic)
Analog Science Fact/science Fiction
The Hyperspace Project: Book 1
A Sci-fi Alien Abduction Romance
Claimed by the Alien Mercenary: a Sci-Fi Alien Romance
(Zalaryn Raiders Book 3)
A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger! Josiah’s
mission is to travel to Earth to observe and gain all the
information he could about human women. His race is
endangered and needs women from Earth to help rebuild
the Rodonian population. Josiah is simply carrying out his
duty on Earth when he comes across Melanie. She
enraptures him and all he can do is watch her from afar.
Melanie knows someone had been following her around for
some time now and when she figures out it is Josiah she
confronts him in a passionate argument that leads to much
more. Melanie can’t fathom why she feels so attracted to
Josiah, or why she feels as if she had known him for a
lifetime. The two fall in love almost instantly and then
Melanie finds out that Josiah is not human at all. He explains
himself to her and asks Melanie to return with him to his
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home planet Rodon. On their way back, Rodon suffers a
disaster, and Melanie and Josiah must help save the planet
and its people from extinction. Who knows if they’ll make it
out alive and get to live the happily ever after Josiah
envisioned for them on his planet? --- TAGS: alpha male
alien romance, alpha male romance, scifi alien romance,
alien abduction romance, alpha male aliens, alien fantasy
books, alien romance, aliens, scifi romance, Space opera
romance, science fiction romance, steamy science fiction
romance, hot aliens, fantasy alien romance, paranormal
romance, military science fiction books, paranormal with
sex, fantasy fiction, psychic romance, steamy paranormal
romance, sci fi romance, sci-fi romance, Fated mates, alien
mate, new adult, genetic engineering, alien contact, alpha
male, alpha female, supernatural, alien invasion romance
I refuse to believe I’m the only person who’s managed to
survive this damn apocalypse. I was never the out-doorsy
type, I used to scoff at preppers, and I always thought
exercise for the sake of exercise was a waste of time. So
how am I still alive? All I want is company, so when Daezoth
saves me from a pack of zombies, it’s like all my wishes
have come true. But while I am more than happy to share
every tiny bit of information about my past he is much more
reserved. When I find out why, it all makes sense. Now I
have a choice. Live out the rest of my days on the run from
zombies, or accept that the man of my dreams is a creature
from another planet and follow him home. Taken by an
Alien Shifter is a stand-alone sci-fi romance, the second
book of a four book series for adults aged 18+. It contains
hot aliens, explicit sex scenes, and a teensy bit of gore.
What’s a big, bad (sometimes green) alien to do when he
wants a mate who isn’t motivated by greed? Contact
Celestial Mates. After all, their business is romancing the
galaxy. Since she’s creeping up on the age of bearing
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service, the Earth government wants Jassa to have a baby
and then hand it off for a family to raise, but Jassa wants
her own family. Which means calling Celestial Mates. One
questionnaire, a bit of blood, and a race to get away from
the Department of Population, and she’s got her wish—tall,
sexy as hell, and occasionally green alien Vroe, the High
Warlord of Vialea. Vroe aches for a mate who doesn’t see
him as just a rise in status. He wishes for warmth and
affection and goes to Celestial Mates to find… Jassa
Marizen. Yet his ideas about mating—Jassa mating him and
forever being known as only Vrya—collide with hers. She
doesn’t want to lose her past. He wants her to embrace her
future. And then there’s this other woman… She just wants
Vroe to herself.
From the inception of the science fiction film, writers,
directors, producers, and actors have understood that the
genre lends itself to a level of social commentary not
available in other formats. Viewers find it easier to accept
explorations of such issues as domestic violence, war,
xenophobia, faith, identity, racism, and other difficult topics
when the protagonists exist in future times or other worlds
that are only vaguely similar to our own. The 22 original
essays in this collection examine how the issues in
particular science fiction films—from 1930’s High Treason to
1999’s The Iron Giant—reflect and comment on the
prevailing issues of their time. The 16 writers (including
such noted contributors as Ted Okuda, Gary Don Rhodes,
Bryan Senn, John Soister and Ken Weiss) provide insight on
how the genre’s wistful daydreaming, forthcoming wonders,
and nightmarish scenarios are often grounded in the
grimmer realities of the human condition. Films covered
include It Came from Outer Space, Godzilla, The 27th Day,
Alien and Starship Troopers, plus television’s The
Adventures of Superman, the Flash Gordon serials, and
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vintage space cartoons by Fleischer.
Reborn: (An Alien / Sci-Fi Romance)
Alien Pirate's Desire
Ship Wrecked
Found Girl: Project Enterprise 6
Taken by the Twins
Alien’s Bride
The Baylan Chronicles
A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger! Both
Mallory and Elric are on their own Maui vacations. He
is from an interstellar bio-ship and she is from the
United States, but the two get along immediately.
Despite this, Elric doesn't tell her the awful truth he
hides from all humans: that he is an alien. When
Elric's family notices him missing, they send a
spacecraft to pick him up, but the craft takes Mallory
as well. They realize their true love for one another
on the craft, then arrive at the bio-ship where his
family sees Mallory, they decide to take her, too. They
intend to sacrifice her during a ritualistic space
ceremony, but Elric won't let that happen. In a daring
escape plan, they get her and other humans back to
Earth. They are recaptured and Mallory is to be the
first human sacrificed. Will she let this happen or will
she and Elric make it out alive? --- TAGS: alpha male
alien romance, alpha male romance, scifi alien
romance, alien abduction romance, alpha male aliens,
alien fantasy books, alien romance, aliens, scifi
romance, Space opera romance, science fiction
romance, steamy science fiction romance, hot aliens,
fantasy alien romance, paranormal romance, military
science fiction books, paranormal with sex, fantasy
fiction, psychic romance, steamy paranormal
romance, sci fi romance, sci-fi romance, Fated mates,
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alien mate, new adult, genetic engineering, alien
contact, alpha male, alpha female, supernatural, alien
invasion romance
She’s an alien farm girl. He’s a hotshot soldier. Can
their love save an alien sanctuary from destruction?
Arian Teraz refuses to waste her life on a loveless
arranged marriage and a rocky plot of farmland. So
when a mysterious ship lands in front of her and
invites her to take a chance on something else, she
doesn’t hesitate. Fleeing her planet, hostile forces
open fire on her ship, and she has no choice but to
send the ship through a wormhole. Clinging to life,
she rockets out the other side… and plummets into
the strong arms of a handsome soldier. After months
of staring into empty space, Captain Jackson “Coop”
Cooper is itching for some action. He gets it when a
wormhole delivers an alien ship into their path. He
volunteers to make first contact, rescuing the ship
with its injured alien beauty and her unusual
shipmate. Before they can get acquainted, new
threats send them on a wild ride through the cosmos
and into a mysterious sanctuary with no means of
escape. With little time to sort out enemies and allies,
Arian and Coop must work together to uncover the
secret behind her hidden destiny if they stand any
chance of surviving their future. Found Girl is the
sixth standalone book in the spectacular Project
Enterprise sci-fi romance series. If you like cosmic
battles, human-alien love stories, and imaginative
future worlds, then you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’
high-adrenaline adventure. Buy Found Girl to beam
into a sexy interstellar romance today! Science fiction
& Fantasy, Action adventure fantasy romance, Time
and space portal romance, Scifi romance alternate
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universe reality, Starships, secret project, first
contact space opera, alien romance, outer space,
science fiction romance alternate universe, female
top gun, air force pilot, female air force pilot, strong
women, action adventure, intergalactic romance,
adventure, lost city, science fiction romance, Lost city
romance
A collection of 4 steamy science fiction romance
stories with guarantee HEA. Pregnant to an Alien
King - Sci-fi Alien Invasion Romance Jesper, newly
crowned king of planet Abalon, was celebrating. He’d
finally ascended the throne and the entire capital city
was celebrating with him. Rockwell, Jasper’s close
friend and High General suggested that they should
have one last wild night and do something they
wouldn’t normally. Something out of their world…of
course this leads two tipsy Abalonians to Earth. When
Jesper sees Clarice and has to have her. They spend
one fateful night together and Jesper returns to
Abalon the next day with nothing but a sweet
memory. Or so he thinks. Several months later, when
it’s discovered that an Abalonian child was born to a
human, everything changes for King Jesper, as well as
Clarice who finds herself whisked away to an entirely
different planet. Cyborg Warrior’s Son - Scifi
Pregnancy Romance One fateful night with a strange
cyborg warrior whose name she doesn’t even know
changes Cathleen’s life. Just barely starting her
career as a scientist, she is suddenly thrown into the
unknown world of motherhood. Now living in a quiet
town to have a fresh start, her work as a lab assistant
brings her past back into the limelight when she
suddenly finds herself face-to-face with the father of
her son, Shawn Armstead. Shawn arrives in town
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leading a platoon of cyborgs, to have a series of drills
in the mountainside and to ensure protection from
possible alien attacks. When Cathleen is assigned by
her boss to work closely with Shawn, the physical
attraction between them returns--- with much greater
force than before. She tries her best to steer clear of
him and to hide the truth about her son. But an alien
attack injures her son, leading him to develop a close
relationship with his rescuer who is no other than his
real dad. Now that the 6-year-old also has bionic body
parts which draws him more to Shawn, will Cathleen
be able to prevent the seemingly inevitable truth
from coming out? Will she finally open her heart to
embrace the growing romance between her and the
man from her past? Alien’s Bride - Scifi Alien
Romance Gem had just been picked to be the next
bride of her planet’s Warrior King. Life was supposed
to have been perfect already… until she was suddenly
transported to twenty years ago on planet Earth! It
was one thing to be an alien pretending to be a
human being on a beautiful remote island. It was
another to actually fall in love with a local. From the
very moment that she’d laid eyes on Cliff, a simple
artist and cottage owner, her heart began beating
differently for the very first time. Unfortunately, their
love story didn’t last long. The Warrior King suddenly
appeared one day and took Gem back. He went
further into the future when they were already
married. Gem was shocked to learn that Cliff had
actually time-traveled to follow her, but had been
stopped by the king. Fearing for his life, she searched
for a way to turn back the hands of time again and
save him- even if it meant not seeing him again for
the rest of her life. Will Gem save her first real love?
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Or will destiny allow them a way to be together across
space and time? Mated with the Cyborgs - Sci-fi
Romance Juniper is at the top of her field, a female
scientist a thousand years in the future. She is on her
first space mission with a minimal crew, a couple of
cyborg assistants named Bren and Pov to help her as
she catalogues new planets, with their unique new
species of life, both plants and animals. When Juniper
is taken by a rogue alien, the men are frantic to find
her as they realize that she means more to each of
them than they knew. Will they find her before it is
too late?
AYVINXOne more job and I'm out. I'm done with this
lousy planet. Deliver the human female to the
Imperator of Fenda so he can have an exotic new
addition to his royal harem. But I can't get enough of
her. This feisty little human has the spirit of a true
Zalaryn warrior. Just my luck. I've been blessed with a
bonded mate--and she's the property of another male.
I don't care what the law says: she's mine.I've got a
plan. And I can't wait to claim my prize...JULAI
suppose this spaceship is better than rotting in an
Earth jail cell. Because that's where I belong. I'm a
thief. A killer. Trust means nothing to me... unless I
can use it to get what I want.This alien mercenary
thinks he can tame me, thinks he can use me as a
pawn in this intergalactic war? Let him try.He's
making me sweet promises, but too bad for him, I
know how this game is played. I know the rules. And I
know how to win. If I want to get off this planet, I
have no choice but to trust him. But when he tells me
that I'm his bonded mate, I realize that maybe this
isn't a game after all. Maybe it's something much,
much more...
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Project Enterprise Bundle 3
Bonded to the Cyborg
Cyborg Warrior’s Son
Rogue Alien's Legacy: Science Fiction Romance
Sci-Fi Romance Collection
Romantic Science Fiction and Adventure!
Arcot, Morey and Wade Series

Outlaws, schemes, and love… it all comes
to a head in the final installment of the
science fiction romance Alien Outlaws
series. Secrets revealed and a crew in
danger… With two little words, all of
Xandr’s lies and omissions come crashing
down and leave his entire crew wondering
whether they can ever trust him again.
Andie’s faith is shaken and she wonders if
the alien captain in her bed is the man
she thought he was or if she has been
cozying up to a stranger. But she’ll need
to put those doubts aside if the crew of
the Seventh is going to get out of its
biggest mess next. Xandr’s past has come
back to haunt them all, and if they don’t
find a way to work together, they’ll all
end up rotting in an Oscavian prison… or
worse. Rogue Alien’s Legacy picks up right
where Rogue Alien's Secret left off. Check
it out for heists, adventure, a steamy
alpha alien, a plucky human heroine, and a
love that will steal your heart. You can
start the series with the free science
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fiction romance, Escape from Ixilta,
today! This book is great for readers of
paranormal romance and sci fi romance who
love to read in their free time!
My research ship crashed, stranding me on
an alien planet with no hope of rescue.
When I'm captured by frightening, green
aliens and given to Grael, a brooding,
scythe-wielding Destran male with
chameleon-like skin and the darkest eyes
I've ever seen, I don't know whether to
cower before him or kiss him. I've spent
my life puzzling out the human psyche, but
can I get through Grael's formidable
walls? I am Grael, lord of my living,
symbiont ship and protector of the Destran
population living in it. I have enough
problems trying to free my ship from the
rocky crevice its trapped in. I am not
pleased when I'm presented with a "gift"
of a frightened human female by the
locals. I have no use for the small, alien
female, but I can't send her into the
dangerous wilds where she'll be killed.
What am I to do with the beautiful woman
with the dark blue eyes and a smile that
lights up my dark world? As enemies close
in with plans to take over Grael's ship
and extract the powerful drug it produces,
Grael and Lexi must find a way to hold
them off and free the ship, but little do
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they know the devastating monster coiling
beneath the seething mountain itself,
threatening to devour everything in its
path. This is book two of the Lords of
Destra series. Each is a complete story
with no cliffhangers or cheating. My books
always have consent and a happy ending.
Cheers!
First she'd have to believe he's an alien.
Right now she's taken to thinking he's
crazy. NYT Bestselling Author, Michelle M.
Pillow, shows what mischief happens when
sexy aliens looking for love land in Las
Vegas, the city of decadence and sin. Vin
(aka Flame) can't believe he's in yet
another holding cell. Stupid Earthlings
wouldn't know fun if it bit them in the
hindquarters. Speaking of fun, the hot
little number who claims she's a guard at
the jail has been making his body respond
in ways he's very happy about. If only
she'd get on board with the plan and help
him escape back to his ship. First she'd
have to believe he's an alien. Right now
she's taken to thinking he's crazy. Galaxy
Alien Mail Order Brides series: Spark
Flame Blaze Ice Frost Snow Genres:
Paranormal, Science Fiction, Fantasy, SciFi, Alien Romance, Paranormal Romance,
Alpha Male, Romance, fated mates, action
and adventure, romantic comedy, fantasy,
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sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, First
Contact, alien contact, comedy, galactic
romance, galactic quest, hea, humor,
humorous romance, romance, romantic
adventure, sfr, sci-fi romance, space
adventure, space adventure, space
exploration, space romance, miner, blue
collar hero, contemporary, Las Vegas, mail
order brides, interstellar romance A
Qurilixen World Novella The Qurilixen
World is an extensive collection of
paranormal, fantasy, and science fiction
romance novels by award-winning author,
Michelle M. Pillow, and includes several
series installments: Dragon Lords, Lords
of the Var, Space Lords, Captured by a
Dragon-shifter, Galaxy Alien Mail Order
Brides, Dynasty Lords, Qurilixen Lords,
and more. Intergalactic Dating Agency
Flame
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